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ENERGY STAR’s Home 
Improvement Approach

? Providing unbiased information to home 
owners on their energy use.

? Extending ENERGY STAR to in-home 
services such as duct sealing, air sealing 
and HVAC installation and maintenance. 

? Promoting a whole-house approach, where 
the service infrastructure exists or can be 
developed, to improve the overall 
performance of the homes.



ENERGY STAR Home Sealing
National Consumer Message

Improve your comfort while lowering energy bills 
with ENERGY STAR Home Sealing:

? Add insulation to stay comfortable during periods of 
extreme temperatures.

? Seal air leaks to stop drafts and get full performance 
out of your existing insulation.

? Look for ENERGY STAR labeled windows when 
replacing windows in your home for improved energy 
efficiency.



ENERGY STAR Home Sealing Video
–Hosted by Steve Thomas



ENERGY STAR Home Sealing Brochure





Indianapolis Home Show
with Steve Thomas
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ENERGY STAR Label for Homes

? ENERGY STAR label for all homes
– Both new and existing homes
– HERS 86

? No new label for existing homes
– 2nd label would add confusion
– As soon as someone moves into a new home, it 

becomes an existing home 
? Focus is on inserting energy-efficiency into an 

array of transactions
– From product replacement to system upgrades to 

whole house improvements



Home Performance
with ENERGY STAR?

? Extends ENERGY STAR brand into whole-house 
improvements.

? Links the building performance contracting 
service to ENERGY STAR

? Marketing message is about more than energy!  
Includes emphasis on:
– comfort and durability

– health and safety

– and professional problem-solving…
...along with energy-efficiency



Essential Components

? Bona fide whole-house approach
? Home energy inspection and evaluation, 

with the emphasis on delivering 
improvements

? Diagnostic testing and “best practice” 
installation

? Quality Assurance



Home Performance Evaluation

? Home Energy Inspection with an energy 
specialist, including:
– Whole-house, fuel-neutral analysis and 

recommendations
– Diagnostic testing
– Combustion safety
– Electric baseload analysis

? But also emphasis on implementing 
recommended improvements



Quality Assurance

? Essential to protect the ENERGY STAR brand
? Currently two models

– Inspection
– Certification/Accreditation

? Some potential implementers are looking at 
a hybrid of Inspection and Certification



Home Performance 
Implementation

? Targeted to states or areas with the necessary 
interest, support, and expertise

? Initial Pilots
– NYSERDA began Spring 2001
– Wisconsin began October 2001

? Getting Underway
– Metropolitan Energy Center in Kansas City
– California Building Performance Contractors 

Association (CBPCA) in Fresno and San Jose
– National Grid, NStar and Berkshire Gas in 

Massachusetts
– National Grid in Rhode Island



Implementation:  NYSERDA

? Began Spring 2001; rapid roll-out in 
upstate media markets

? Using BPI certification/accreditation
? Focus on one-stop shopping
? Aggressive marketing campaign featuring 

Steve Thomas
? Contractor Training Assistance (75% 

reimbursement)
? Contractor Equipment Package Assistance



Implementation:
NYSERDA Results

+ high conversion rate of bids to jobs

=  Market driven opportunity!

? 10,000 calls from consumers
? 1,500 jobs completed
? Average job size more than $7,000!
? 100 contractors accredited; 200+ 

technicians certified



Implementation:
Wisconsin

? Began October 2001
? Oversight through inspection protocol; 

mentoring
? Initial emphasis on establishing contractor 

capacity with focus on rater as third-
party “consultant”

? Very low key marketing



Implementation:
Kansas City

? Currently beginning pilot
? No direct state or utility “sponsorship”; 

coordination by KC Energy Center
? However, Attracting local utility attention.
? QA provided primarily through BPI using the 

KBSI as a local affiliate.
? Pilot may represent a model which can be more 

widely propagated around the country.
? Status:

– 10 contractors received refresher training and  
completed written test; field test next 3 weeks

– Marketing and work began Jan/Feb 2003



Implementation:
California

? California Building Performance Contractors 
Association (CBPCA) received $1.6M education 
and information grant from CPUC

? Project beginning San Jose and Fresno
? Quality assurance provided by initial training 

following by an inspection/mentoring protocol
– Possibility of using BPI or other certification down 

the road

? Training and marketing underway.  Work in 
homes to begin shortly.



Implementation:
Massachusetts and Rhode Island

? Discussion statewide (with MA DOER, utilities, 
and vendors) about integrating into legislated 
RCS program.

? National Grid, NStar, and Berkshire Gas to 
jointly offer Home Performance with ENERGY
STAR in their service territories.

? Complicated by mandate to offer free audit
? Print and radio marketing beginning

? Rhode Island:  National Grid will offer program 
to its residential customers



Marketing Home Performance
with ENERGY STAR?

? NY and WI developed their own 
marketing materials

? Smaller pilots, without large advertising 
budgets, looking for support
– Consumer brochure
– Newspaper ad templates
– Bill stuffers
– (Not likely everywhere) home show support



Home Performance Brochure



Home Performance Brochure



Print Ads



If you’re thinking about...

…ask about Home Performance 
with ENERGY STAR?

? A bona fide whole-house approach,
? Using home energy inspection and evaluation, 

with the emphasis on delivering improvements,
? Including diagnostic testing and “best practice” 

installation,
? with attention to Quality Assurance

…ask about Home Performance with ENERGY 
STAR
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Home Performance Questions

“Are there alternatives to BPI certification?”

Yes.  Although BPI represents an exciting 
opportunity, ENERGY STAR does consider 
other options, including inspection 
protocols.  The bottom line is providing 
quality assurance



Home Performance Questions

“At the end, does the house get a Home 
Performance with ENERGY STAR label?”

No. Home Performance with ENERGY STAR 
is linked to the service provided, not the 
house.  The house can receive a label if it 
gets an 86 HERS score.



Home Performance Questions

“Can we do this without generating a HERS score 
for every home?”

Yes. Although there is a good deal of overlap 
between some portions of the audit and the work 
for a HERS rating, the rating is not required.  Of 
course, the rating may be used for a variety of 
reasons.  The important thing is moving 
beyond the rating to actually implementing 
the improvements.
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